PROPOSED WAYSIDE OF SHANKER BHawanchinan
SAHAJAL SAMITY UP ON GHOMUL ROAD MURIU MIRA
JAIPIR (RAJASTHAN) SCALE 1:10,000 ANCHER
LAY-OUT PLAN OF 'LAXMINARAYAN BHAGAT VATIKA'
BEED SARKARI, MURLIPURA, SIKAR ROAD - JAIPUR

KHASRA NO: 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121

PLOTS OF OTHER'S SCHEME

SCALE: 1 INCH = 50 FEET

1. PLOT AREA = 5568.86 SQYDS
2. WELL/TEMPLE AREA = 151.44 SQYDS
3. TOTAL LAND AREA = 5721.30 SQYDS

OWNER'S SIGNATURE

[Diagram showing plots and dimensions]